Catholic Word Games
Synopsis
Here is a fun-filled book packed with loads of Catholic-themed word games, crosswords, word searches, and quizzes. The various games cover topics from Church history, the Bible, the Catechism, and sacred Tradition. Challenging and enjoyable for teens and adults. Religion teachers will also love these puzzles for use in class or as homework assignment.
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Customer Reviews
Anybody who comes from a Catholic background and who likes puzzles and word games will be thrilled with this book. The way the games focus on specific topics and themes makes it fun to test your knowlege (and memory)about Saints, Holy Days, stories from the Bible, and current Catholicism. With over 90 pages, the book has enough different kinds of puzzles to keep your interest over time. It is ideally suited for taking on a trip or carrying on errands. The content of all the puzzles is very well researched and references are taken from a Catholic version of the Bible. The games are challenging and they taught me a lot I didn’t know, especially about the Bible and parts of Church history. I hope there will be another edition of this book coming soon. It makes a great gift for Catholics of any age.

I really enjoy Catholic puzzles, which are hard to find. I like this book, it has all kinds of puzzles and the puzzles contain things from both the old and new testaments. Thank you.

Book has good word searches and puzzles that teachers can use as vocabulary building exercises.
Have used extensively in my junior high class

I love puzzles and love this book. It is a great way to test yourself on the Bible and church knowledge. Catechist's, parent's, and homeschooler's can use the material for teaching as well.

I am thoroughly enjoying this book. I wish there were more crosswords and less word searches. I wish there were more puzzle books for Catholics.

Purchased for a Catholic school Christmas party. Easy to difficult games. Fun for all ages in one book--which was exactly what I wanted.

What a wonderful resource for those times when you’re teaching about Catholicism and have a little extra time, or they need extra credit!

Is kicking my Catholic rear end - making me search my bible, concordance, catechism and beyond. Is a good way to study.
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